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DIAGONAL OPERATORS, S-NUMBERS AND BERNSTEIN PAIRS 
ASUMAN G. AKSOY, GRZEGORZ LEWICKI 
Abstract. Replacing the nested sequence of ''finite" dimensional subspaces by the nested 
sequence of "closed" subspaces in the classical Bernstein lethargy theorem, we obtain a 
version of this theorem for the space 'B(X , Y ) of all bounded linear maps. Using this result 
and some properties a,!' diagonal operators, we investigate conditions under which a suitable 
pair of Banach spaces form an exact Bernstein pai1: We also show that many "classical" 
Banach spaces, including the couple (Lp [O, 1] , Lq[O, 1)) form a Bernstein pair with respect to 
any sequence ofs-numbers (sn) , for 1 < p < ooand 1:::; q < oo. 
1 Introduction 
s-Numbers. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and 'B(X , Y) denote the space of all bounded 
linear maps from X into Y. According to A. Pietsch [ 10, 11 ], a maps which to each bounded 
linear map T from one Banach space to another such space assigns a unique sequence (s11 (T )) 
is called as-function if for all Banach spaces W,X ,Y,Z: 
i) IITI I = s1 (T) > s2(T) > ... > 0 for all T E 'B(X , Y) 
ii) sn(S + T) < S11 (S) + liT II for all S, T E 'B(X , Y), and all n E N 
iii) sn(RST):::; JI RJJ sn(S) II T II for all T E 'B(X ,Y ),S E 'B(Y,Z) andRE 'B(Z , W) 
iv) If T E 'B(X , Y ) and rank(T) < n, then Sn (T) = 0 
v) s11 (1) = 1 for all n. EN, 
where I is the identity map of{/; = { x E /2 : Xi = 0 if i > n}. 
S 11 (T) is called the n-th s-number of the operator T. 
Now we turn to some special s-nurnbers. Their definitions are: 
-Approximation numbers : 
an(T) := inf{ II T- Sll : rank(S) < n} where T, S E 'B(X , Y ). 
-Ge~f'and numbers: 
cn(T) := inf{I I TJ~II: codim(M) < n}, 
where T E 'B(X , Y ) and J~ is the embedding from Minto X . 
- Kolmogorov numbers (or n-widths): 
dn(T) := inf{ II Q~TII: dim(N) < rz} 
where T E 'B(X, Y) and Q~ is the canonical map from Y toY/ N. 
For relations between several kind of s-numbers we refer to [I 0, 11 ]. 
Bernstein's "Lethargy" Theorem [ 1] LeT V1 C V2 .. ... be a nested sequence o,f' distinct finite 
dimensional vector subspaces of a Banach space X. Let (£11 ) be a decreasing sequence of 
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nonnegative numbers tending to 0. Then there exist x E X such that dist (x , V,, ) = £11 for 
n= 1,2 , .. .. 
Besides being a very important resul t of the constructive theory of functions, Bernstein's 
lethargy theorem can also be applied to the theory of quasi-analytic functions of several com-
plex variables. For this and other applications of this theorem see [ 12] and [ 13] . (See also 
[6, 7, 8, 9] where the cases of F-spaces and Modular spaces are considered.) 
The aim of this paper is to investigate the followi ng 
Problem. Given Banach spaces X andY and a sequence of s-numbers (s11 ) is it true that for 
any decreasing sequence of nonnegative real numbers En --t 0, there exist T E :B(X , Y ) and a 
constant M depending only on T such that for every n E N 
( 1.1 ) 
Two Banach spaces X and Y satisfying ( 1.1) will be called a Bernstein pair with respect to 
the sequence of s-numbers (s11 ) . We denote Bernstein pairs by (X ,Y). If M = 1, then (X ,Y) 
is called an exact Bernstein pai r. 
Our goal is to show that " classical" Banach spaces form Bernstein pairs, with respect 
to any sequence of s-numbers. This is quite a different approach from that of [4] in which 
Bernstein pairs are defined only with respect to approximation numbers. Moreover we re-
place classicallp-spaces with more general sequence spaces. The main results of this paper 
are Theorems 2.9 and 3.2. 
In the sequel the follow ing notion will be needed. 
Diagonal Operators. Let X andY be Banach spaces. Let {x11 } c X and {Yn } C Y be linearly 
independent sequences. An operator Dr. E :B(X ,Y) with D£xn = €17)111 where (t 11 ) is some 
fixed scalar sequence, is called a diagonal operator determined by (en) , with respect to (x11 ) 
and (Yn). The set of all diagonal operators from X to Y will be denoted by V(X , Y). 
2 Diagonal Operators and Approximation Numbers 
Let X be a normed space and let \0,1 be a closed subspace of X. The set of all projections from 
X onto V11 will be denoted by P(X , V,,) . We start with the following version of the Bernstein 
"Lethargy" theorem. 
Theorem 2.1 [8.1 Let V1 C V2 C ... be a nested sequence of distirLct closed subspaces of a 
Banach space X . Assume tha"r P11 E P(X , V11 ) are so chosen that for e very n E N, there exits 
Vn E V,7+ 1 \ Vn such that 
(2. I ) 
Let (En) be a decreasirLg sequence of nonnegative numbers tending to 0. Then, there exists an 
x E X with llx- P11xll = £ 11 for n = I ,2, .. . . 
Corollary 2.2 Let X , V17 ,P11 and (c11 ) be as in Theorem 2. 1. Suppose that there isM> 0 such 
that III- ~~I I :::; M for n = 1, 2, ... . 171en there exists x E X such that 
en/ M < d ist (x, Vn) < en. (2.2) 
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Proof. The proof is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.1 and the inequality 
0 
Next we consider Banach spaces X , Y and the space 13(Y, X) and state Theorem 2.1 for 
'B (Y,X ). 
Proposition 2.3 Let X , \l,n P11 and (e11 ) be as in Theore!'n 2.1. Then for every Banach space 
Y, there exists L E 13(Y,X) such that 
IlL- WnLil = cnforn ::...: 1,2, ... , (2.3) 
where Wn E P(CB(Y,X) , CB(Y, V11 ) ) is defined by: 
(2.4) 
Proof. We need to show that for every n E N, there exists L11 E 'B(Y, Vn+ 1) \ 'B(Y, \!,,)such that 
WiLn = 0 fori = I, 2, ... ,n . To do this , take v11 E V,H- 1 \\/11 such that P;\'11 = 0 fori = l , 2, ... 11. 
Set L11y = f(y)v,, , where fEY*\ {0 }. Then, for every y E Y and i = I, 2, ... ,n , 
W;(Ln y) = (PiL,Jv = P; (f(y)vn) = f(y)Pi\:n = 0. 
0 
Notation 2.4 For anv mE N. set 
. ' 
\1,11 = {(xn) E ocN : Xn = Ofor n > m} and v = u Vm. (2.5) 
m= I 
Let~)= (VII·II,) and Xo = (V,JI·Ib). Taking completions one can ussurne tltat Xo and Yr, 
are Banach spaces. Throughout this paper we will assume the fo llowing "order preserving " 
condition on the norm of Xo : 
rt I X; 1<1 Yi I fori= I , 2, ... , then llxl l2 < IIYII2 for all x,y E XII; (2.6) 
and 
(2.7) 
Note that for a Banach space which satisfies (2.6), one also has 
(2.8) 
where P11 is a projection from X0 onto \1,1 defined by ~,x = (x, ,x2, ... x11 ,0,0 ..... ). 
Corollary 2.5 For any decreasing sequence (en) of nonnegative numbers Tending To zero, 
there exists an L E 13(Y0 ,X0 ) [L E V(~) , Xo) respectively] such thar 
[dist(L,V(Y0 ,V11 )] =£11 ], respectivelyforn = 1,2,3 .... 
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Proof. Since the case of linear operators follows from (2.2), (2.4) and (2.8) and Corollary 2.2, 
we restrict ourseJ ves to the case of diagonal operators. Define for n E N, and L E V(Y0 , X0 ) , 
Wn (L) = 1~ 1 oL. It is clear that ~V,.1 is a projection from V(Y0 ,X0 ) onto V(Y0 , Vn)· Moreover, by 
(2.8), Ill - Wnll = 1. Now for n E N, define Ln E V(Y0 , Vn+ 1) \ V(Yc~ , \01) by Lnx = Xn+ 1 en+ 1. 
It is clear that Wi(Ln) = 0 fori= 1,2, ... , n. Hence by Theorem 2.1, there is an L E V(Y0 ,Xo) 
such that 
D 
Consider for n E N, (n- 1 )-dimensional subspace \07- 1 and an arbitrary L E '15(Y0 ,X0 ) , 
then one always has: 
disr(L, V(~)' Vn- 1 ) ) > dist(L, '15(~), Vn - 1 ) ) ~ a11 (L). (2.9) 
Now for the following two propositions, we investigate conditions under which 
a11 (L) = dist(L, V(~)' \01- t )) holds for n = 1,2 , ... (2.10) 
Proposition 2.6 The equality (2.1 0) holds true ..,vhen X0 = Yo ,for any D10 E V(Xo). 
Proof. For n E N, let Dn and 111 denote the operators D£ and I restricted to Vn , then from (2.6) 
we have IJD;;- 111 = c;; 1• Note that 
Therefore 
which together with (2.9) gives the desired equality. 0 
We need the following lemma due to V. D. Milman [I 0, 11] to prove the Proposition 2.8. 
Lemma 2.7 Let V be any subspace of l~n) such that codirn(V) < n. Then there exists x E V, 
with llxl l = 1, such that 
card { k :I xk I= 1 } > m - n + I. 
Proposition 2.8 The equality (2.10) holds truej(Jr any diagonal operator D£ E V(loo ,Xo) or 
D10 E V(c0 ,X0 ) (fthe norm in Xo is symmetric. 
Proof. We only need to verify an(D10 ) > dist(De, V(loo, \01 - t )). First observe that for any 
Df E V (/oo, Xo ) such that Et 2: £2 > .... > 0 , 
Le t A : loo ---+ Xo be an arbitrary operator of rank < n - I , say A = 2:1;- ~ fJ ( · )x J where fJ E 1:.0 
and Xj E X0 . Take m. ~ n and define 
S - { /{In) · f ( ·) - 0 f' · . - 1 2 . ·1} tn - y E ·oo • .i y - · Ol J - , , ... , n - . 
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Then S,11 is a subspace of l~n) of codimension :; n - 1. By Lemma 2.7 there exists l' E Sm 
with lbPI I = I and indices j( I) < j(2) < ... < j(m - n+ 1) E { I 1 2, ··· ;m} such that I l;(i) I= I 
for 1 < i < m - n + 1. Extending y0 to loo by setting yj = 0 for j > m , we obtain 
= IJ(c)Yj (l))j( l)> .... , (Ej (m- n+ l)Yj(m - n+ l ) ) j (m- n+ l ) , O, .... )Ill -
By the ordering property (2.6) and symmetry of ll ·lb the last term above is greater or equal 
to 
IIO,O, ... ,Ej(I)> Ej(2)> ·-- ,£j{nz- n+l)> O, ... IJz > IIO,O, ... ,O>cn ,En+l , ··· ,£,n- n+l ,O, ... II2· 
Since A and m were arbitrary, an (De.) ~ II (0> ... , En > En + l , .. . . )lb . 0 
Note that Proposition (2.8) is a generalization of Theorem 1.8 of [4]. In Proposition (2.8) 
we replace lp-spaces of [ 4] by arbitrary symmetric spaces. Also, in [5] or [ I 0, p. 1591 it is 
shown that, if 1 < q < p < oo and T : lp -7 lq is a diagonal operator determined by ( £11 ), then 
00 
Cln (T) = CL l ck n '/rwherer- 1 + p __ , =q-·1. (2 . I I ) 
k=n 
By the Holder inequality appLied to r I q and pI q one can show that (2.1 0) also holds true in 
this case. 
The following theorem gives a characterization of spaces which can form Bernstein pairs 
with respect to approximation numbers. 
Theorem 2.9 The following pairs o_f' Banach spaces form exact Bernstein pairs with respect 
to the sequence o_f approximation numbers (an). 
a. (X0 ,X0 ), where X0 is defined in Notation 2.4. 
b. (c0 ,X0 ) and (/oo, X0 ), provided that the norm on X0 is sym1netric. 
c. (X0 ,l1 ), provided X0 is reflexive. 
Proof. a. follows from Cor. 2.5 and Prop. 2.6; 
b. follows from Cor. 2.5 and Prop. 2.8. 
To prove c, fi rst note that if Xo satisfies condition (2.6) so does Xr;; therefore, by b., (co: X(~) 
is an exact Bernstein pair. Now using the well known fact l I 1, p. 239] that for any compact 
operator T from X to Y, a11 (T) = a11 (T* ), we conclude that (X0 ,l t) = (X;\c~) is a Bernstein 
pair. 0 
3 S-numbers and Bernstein Pairs 
We start wi th a simple lemma, which proof will be omitted. 
Lemma 3.1 Let X , Y, and Z be Banach spaces 1-vith X C Z. Let T E 'B(X , Y) and P he a 
projection from Z onto X. Then 
S11 (T) < S11 (ToP) < S11 (T)JIPII . 
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The following theorem states the conditions needed on an arbitrary s-number in order (X0 ,X0 ) 
to become a Bernstein pair with respect to any sequence of s-numbers (s11 ). 
Theorem 3.2 Suppose for a sequence ofs-n.umbers (s11 ), there exists C > 0 such that 
for evety n, where V,l is a subspace of X0 defined as in (2.5). Then (X0 ,X0 ) is a Bernstein pair 
with respecl to (s11 ). 
Proof. Fix a decreasing sequence ( E11 ) of positive numbers tending to zero. Consider the 
diagonal operator D£ E tJJ(X0 ) constructed as in Proposition 2.6 satisfying a11 (D10 ) =En for n = 
l , 2, 3, .. . ; D11 wi II denote the operator De restricted to \1,1 • Then liD;; 111 = £~ 1 = ( a11 (De)) - t. 
Next observe that 
But by Lemma 3.1 , 
s,,(Dn) = Sn(Dr_oP,,) :S Sn(De:)IIPn ll · 
Therefore C < c;;- 1 S11 (De)· On the other hand S11 (De) < a11 (De:) = E11 • 0 
Notice that the condition stated on the s-numbers in Theorem 3.2 is not an artificial one. This 
condition is satisfied by Approximation, Gelfand and Kolmogorov numbers, as stated in the 
next corollary. 
Corollary 3.3 (X0 ,X0 ) is an exact Bernstein pair with respect to (d11 ) and (c11 ). 
Proof. (X0 ,X0 ) is an exact Bernstein pair with respect to (dn) because d11 (!: ~1 ---* ~.1 ) = 1. 
Since cn(T) = d,1(T*) for any linear operator [11, p. 95], it is also an exact Bernstein pair 
with respect to (c11 ). 0 
The next proposition will pen11it us to construct some examples of Bernstein pairs. We 
omit a routine proof. 
Proposition 3.4 Suppose (X , Y) is a Bernstein pair -vvith respect to (s11 ). Suppose that a 
Banach space W contains an isomorphic and a complementwy copy of X , and a Banach 
space V contains an isomorphic copy of Y. Then (W, V) is a Bernstein pair vvith respect to 
( S11 ). 
Corollary 3.5 For 1 < p < oo and 1 < q < oo , the couple (Lp[O, 1 ], Lq[O, 1]) form a Bernstein 
pair with respoct to any sequence ofs-nwnbers (s,J 
Proof. The corollary follows from the fact that (l2 , i2) is a Bernstein pair with respect to any 
sequence of s-numbers (s11 ) [ 11] and the fact that for every p, l < p < oo, Lp [0, 1) contains a 
subspace isomorphic to L2 and complemented in Lp[O, 1) for p > 1 [ 14, p. 85]. 0 
Corollary 3.6 i) Let Y be a separable Banach space and assume that (X , Y) is a Bernstein 
pair ·with respect to (sn). Then (X ) oo ) is a Bernstein pair with respect to (s,J 
ii) Let X * be a separable Banach space, assurne (X, Y) is a Bernstein pair with re5pect to 
(an)· Then (X,c0 ) and (l1 ,X*)are Bernstein pairs with respect to (a11 ) . 
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Proof. i) follows from the fact that every separable Banach space Y is linearly isometric to a 
subspace of Loo . 
For ii) observe that (X ,loo) is a Bernstein pair by i), then apply Lemma 4. 10 of r4l to conclude 
that (X} Co) is a Bernstein pair. lf Tis a compact operator, then a11 (T) = a11 (T*) for n = 1, 2, ... , 
will give the assertion for (1 1 ,X*) . 0 
Corollary 3.7 i) Suppose (c0 ,c0 ) is a Bernstein pair with respect to (s11 ) . Then (X ;Y) is a 
Bernstein pair with respect to (s11 ) , provided X and Y each contain an isomorphic copy o.fco , 
and X is separable. 
ii) Suppose (L, ,L,) is a Bernstein pair with respect to (s 11 ). Then (X,Y) is a Bernstein pair 
with respect to (s11 ) provided X is a nonre.flexive subspace ofL, [0, I] containing a isomorphic 
copy ofl, andY containing a isomorphic copy of/1 • 
Proof. i) follows from Sobczyk's theorem [2, p. 71] which states that if a separable X con-
tains an isomorphic copy of c0 , then X contains a complemented copy of c0 . 
ii) follows from the Pekzyriski- Kadec theorem [2, p. 94], which states that if X is a nonreflex-
ive subspace of L, [0, I], then X contains a subspace complemented in L1 [0, 1] and isomorphic 
to l,. 0 
Corollary 3.8 For 0 < q < p < 2, (11, , Lq[Q,,u]) is a Bernstein pair with respect to (a11 ), (c11 ) 
and (d11 ). 
Proof. It is known that [14, p. 94], ifO < q < p < 2 the real space Lq[Q,,u] contains a subspace 
isometric to lp . Applying Theorem 3.2 to Xo = !1), we see that (lp ,Lq(O. ,,u)) is a Bernstein 
pair with respect to the given s-numbers. 0 
Corollary 3.9 i) If (/oo, loo) is a Bernstein pair with respect to (s11 ) , and X andY contain 
isomorphic copies of loo, then (X , Y ) form a Bernstein pair with respect to (s,1). 
ii) Let L.r(0., 'L}pL L8 (Q, 'L,,u) be Orlicz spaces with nonat01nic measure ,u, where f,g do not 
sati.~fy /:12-condition if,u(O.) is infinite, and in case ,u(O.) is finite, the /:12-condition at infinity 
is not sati4ied. Here the norm on Or/icz spaces could be either Orlicz or Luxemburg nonn. 
~f (/oo ,loo) is a Bernstein pair vvith respect to (s11 ) , then (L.r(Q,'L,,u), Lg(Q ,'L,,u)fonn. an exact 
Bernstein pair with respect to (s11 ) . 
Proof. i) By a theorem of Phillips [2, p. 2 1 L if X and Y contain an isomorphic copy of loo, 
then X: Y contain one-complemented copies of loo . 
ii) From [3, cor.2l we know that iff does not satisfy a suitable 112-condition, then Lf has an 
isometric complemented copy of loo . 0 
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